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Community

Unboxing
Community
posts
As a YouTube creator, you're always looking to strengthen
your relationship with your audience. That's why we've
created Community posts, a fun new way to share your
creativity and complement your upload schedule, all
while interacting with your audience on YouTube.

Explore new features

Go beyond hi

Engage your audience

Increase your channels output
with new creative ways to post.
Make a post with features like
photos, text, GIFs, polls, and
video reposting.

Keep your fans coming back for
more with new and unexpected
content. You could tease your
next big production, poll your
audience for what to make next,
drop exclusive info, talk about
your other channels, or just let
your community know what’s on
your mind.

Create a posting schedule to
complement your uploads and
expand your brand. The more
consistent you are, the better,
so try keeping your audience up
to date with regular posts about
your new merch, or next move.

Follow this tutorial to learn the basics of Community, start posting, and get inspired by
examples of how top YouTube creators use Community.
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Getting started
“Hey guys, Community here…”
Your fans will be wondering where all these new
posts in their feed are coming from, so think
about how you’re going to introduce Community.
Most creators make a short video announcing
their new Community tab and walk through all the
new things it can do. Make sure you link to your
Community tab in the announcement or video
description so it’s easy to find.

Your 1st post
Just sign in, tap directly on the creation icon

, hit create Post

, and then take your pick of ways to post.
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How to post
Post on a regular schedule to complement your
video uploads and involve your audience. Each post
will show up in your fans’ feeds, so make sure your
posts are meaningful. That way your fans will be
encouraged to like, comment, or vote.

What to post
Here are some ideas to keep the conversation going with Community:
Ask your fans to help with ideas for your
next video with a poll.

Tease your next video with a GIF of
its best moment.

Go behind the scenes of your channel
with exclusive making-of photos.

Promote your merch, e-store, book tour,
or even tickets for your next concert.

Remember!
Manage your community and show your audience that you listen by replying and hearting comments.
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Community
in action
Check out how some of YouTube’s top creators have been using Community and get inspired.

Grow excitement
with GIFs
Use GIF posts to offer a sneak peek of the best
moment from each video before a fan clicks
through. Lele Pons does this to great effect as her
GIFs simultaneously act as a trailer, and generate
audience excitement by sharing the upcoming fun.
See what happens when you tease your own videos
with a GIF and get your fans excited to watch.
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Continuing
the conversation
Schmoyoho holds a contest each time a new Songify
the News video is posted, asking their community to
vote on their favorite unintentional singer from their
latest musical-news mashup. Once their audience
chooses a winner, Schmoyoho tweets a funny picture
to the winning unintentional singer and shares the
contest results on Community. This is a great way to
improve fan engagement, supplement a regular video
upload, and broadcast it all through Community.

Follow up
is your friend
Rudy Mancuso uses the Community tab as a place
to post polls for his fans, with each poll following
up on topics and themes covered in his latest
video. These polls work as a reminder to those
who missed the video, and they also generate
community engagement by asking video-related
questions to his audience. Use this technique to
your own channels advantage and try following up
your next video with a related poll.
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Bring them
backstage
Sam Tsui takes his fans behind the scenes and
posts pics from his music video sets, vlogs from
the road, or even asks his audience to vote on
which color to paint his new studio. Take your own
fans on a backstage tour of your channel, sneak a
peek at your next video, and ask for their opinion
on the creative process. It’s a unique way to engage
your audience that can only be done through
Community.

Engage with
exclusive content
Kevin Durant maintains a steady schedule of
posting NBA gameday photos to share with his
fans, giving them a great reason to visit Community
for exclusive content of KD that can’t be found
anywhere else. Post your own exclusive photos to
give your followers a treat and get them coming
back for more.
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Share more
with your fans
Shruti Arjun Anand uses Community as a way to
build upon her vlogging personality by posting
exclusive content that highlights her lifestyle. She’ll
post photos of her outfit, makeup, her daily routine,
and even what she had for breakfast. Follow Shruti’s
example to use Community to supplement your
channel’s focus and give your fans content that they
can’t get anywhere else.

Poll before
performing
Vidya Vox uses polls to ask her audience what
one half of her next mashup song should be. This
gives fans a stake in her next video, increasing
anticipation for what’s next, while also giving them
a reason to visit Community regularly to vote.
Follow this example to guide the conversation
around suggestions for your next video, and also
build anticipation for it.
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Make a big deal
out of milestones
Lucas The Spider created a special Community
post to celebrate their channel reaching 1 million
subscribers. By creating a custom picture and
message for the fans, Lucas The Spider encouraged
their audience to engage with the channel and
each other in celebration. Share the love with a
celebration of your own channel’s milestone on
Community with a custom-made image or post.

Celebrate
fan creations
Graveyard Girl posts fan art done by other creators
on her Community tab, then shares their channels
URL and encourages her audience to check them
out. This is a great way to recognize your fans and
share the love with other creators. Try sharing the
things your fans make of you then give them a
shout out with a link to their channel.
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Reposting
in-depth
Reposting videos on the Community tab is key to unlocking new ways to engage your
audience all without having to make a new video. Keep reading to learn what’s possible,
and how to make the most of this simple but effective feature.

Cross-promote
Work with other creators to cross-promote each
other’s videos and expand both your audiences.
You can also share your older videos and relate
them to new situations.

Engage your audience
Post the videos that personally interest you and

SCREENSHOT
OF REPOST
IN ACTION

spark engaging conversations with your fans to
get feedback.

Spread the love
Grow the community you love by giving exposure
to creators, big and small, who’ve inspired you.
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Where reposts
show up
Just like all other Community posts, the videos you share will always show up in your viewers’
subscription feeds, and also have the chance to appear in interested viewers’ home feeds.

Measuring reposts
Find out where your videos are being
shared and how much it’s helping you
on the YouTube Analytics page. To
do this, go to YouTube Analytics, then
Select Video, click on Traffic Source,
and finally filter by Channel Pages.
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Reposting
in action
Check out the different techniques creators use for reposting and learn from their examples
to share content your fans will love.

Share the love
Alesso got his friends, Lele Pons, Hannah Stocking,
Anitta, and Anwar Jibawi, to get together and make
their own Community posts sharing one of his
music videos. Try showing some of your friends
love with a repost and ask them to repost a video
of yours in return.
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Share collaborations
Will Smith used the power of reposting to promote
his appearance on The Tonight Show to his audience.
This helped his fans know where else on YouTube
he was appearing and where to find him. Use this
strategy to keep your fans up-to-date on the videos
you appear in (and that they might have missed).

2 weeks ago

Build your brand
When basketball prospect Jordan McCabe and the
channel Overtime posted a video of Jordan reacting
to Kevin Durant’s analysis of his game, Kevin Durant
reposted the video on his Community tab. This
drove viewers from Kevin’s channel to the video and
helped account for a bump in views for Overtime.
Follow Kevin’s lead and repost the videos you find
where people talk about you and build your brand.

DISCOVER MORE
• To learn more, check out the Help Center article.
• Find more resources at the Creator Hub.

• Get support to your questions at the Help Center.
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